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ABSTRACT

We investigate relations between average case complexity
and the complexity of approximation. Our preliminary ndings indicate that this is a research direction that leads to
interesting insights. Under the assumption that refuting
3SAT is hard on average on a natural distribution, we derive
hardness of approximation results for min bisection, dense
k-subgraph, max bipartite clique and the 2-catalog segmentation problem. No NP-hardness of approximation results
are currently known for these problems.
1.

INTRODUCTION

One way of coping with NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems is by relaxing the requirement for optimality
of the solution, and settling for approximation algorithms.
Another way is relaxing the requirement for worst case performance guarantees, and settling for algorithms that do
well on average case instances. In this paper we explore
connections between the two approaches.
The area of approximation algorithms was studied extensively in recent years. In particular, powerful techniques (the
PCP theorem) have been developed that allow one to prove
NP-hardness of approximation results. For most of the best
known combinatorial optimization problems, there are approximation algorithms whose approximation ratios either
match or are \in the same ball park" as the known hardness of approximation results. Still some exceptions remain.
For example, it is currently not known how to prove NPhardness of approximation results for min-bisection, dense k
subgraph, or max bipartite clique, even though the best approximation ratios known for these problems are unbounded
(grow as a function of the input size n). It has been suggested in the past that perhaps, rather than prove NPhardness of approximation results, one can establish a weaker
notion of hardness of approximation for these problems. For
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sumption (such as the existence of one-way functions, or the
assumption that factoring is hard), one could establish that
these problems are hard to approximate.
The results of this paper are related to the above approach. We assume that certain problems are hard on average (this is a typical requirement in cryptography), and
based on these assumptions, derive hardness of approximation results for problems that so far resist NP-hardness of
approximation results. For example, we show that if satisability is hard to refute on random 3CNF formulas with a
suciently large number of clauses, then min-bisection cannot be approximated within a ratio better than 4=3.
1.1 Random 3SAT

A 3CNF formula is a collection of clauses, each containing three literals, where a literal is either a variable or its
negation. A (Boolean) assignment to the variables is said
to satisfy a clause if at least one of the literals in the clause
is assigned the value true. A satisfying assignment is an
assignment that satis es all clauses in the formula. The
problem of 3SAT, determining whether a 3CNF formula is
satis able or not, is among the best known and most studied
NP-complete problems. In particular, unless P=NP, every
polynomial time algorithm fails to correctly determine satis ablity on in nitely many 3CNF formulas.
In the current paper we consider the complexity of determining satis ability of random 3CNF formulas. We assume
that formulas are generated by the following random process. Given parameters n (for the number of variables) and
m (for the number of clauses), each clause is generated independently at random by selecting the three literals that
compose it independently at random. (There are several
variants of the random 3CNF model that involve issues such
as whether sampling is done with or without replacement,
whether the number of clauses is xed or is itself a random
variable, whether each literal is required to appear the same
number of times, and so on. These issues are not of great
signi cance to this paper and we ignore them here.) We let
 denote the ratio of clauses to variables in the formula.
Namely,  = m=n.
Random 3CNF's have been studied extensively. For surveys and additional references, see the recent special issue
of TCS [22]. For the moment, let us remark that a simple
(nonconstructive) probabilistic argument shows that when
 is a large enough constant (satisfying (7=8) < 1=2)
then almost surely a random 3CNF formula is not satis-

able. We ask whether there is a constructive version of
the above fact. Namely, is there a polynomial time refutation algorithm that on most 3CNF formulas with  = m=n
large enough announces that they are not satis able, and
never falsely announces a satis able formula as nonsatis able. This question has been studied before [3, 12, 11], and
refutation algorithmspare known for the case when  is signi catly larger than n. In this paper we study the case
when  is an arbitrarily large constant independent of n
(and we let n grow keeping  xed). For the sake of the
current paper, we put forward the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1. Even when  is an arbitrarily large con-

stant independent of n, there is no polynomial time algorithm that refutes most 3CNF formulas with n variables and
m = n clauses, and never wrongly refutes a satis able formula.

The above hypothesis is consistent with the author's current knowledge. It is put forward so as to focus this paper
and future research. Later in the paper we shall discuss the
evidence there is in support (and against) this hypothesis.
Based on Hypothesis 1, we can establish some new hardness
of approximation results. It turns out that many of these
hardness of approximation results can be proved under a
weaker hypothesis, that we motivate and explain next.
Given a random 3CNF formula with a large enough number of clauses, we expect it not to be satis able. This is
the typical case. The exceptional case is that it is satis able. Hence the problem of refuting random 3SAT can be
viewed as the problem of designing a polynomial time algorithm that on every 3CNF formula either outputs typical or
exceptional. The algorithm has one sided error with respect
to input instances, in the sense that it never outputs typical
on a satis able formula. The algorithm refutes most 3SAT
instances (with suciently many clauses) in the sense that
on at least 1=2 the 3CNF formulas, it outputs typical. (The
constant 1=2 is arbitrary here. The choice of a particular
constant over another does not a ect the results of this paper. Formally, one can transform one constant to another
by changing the value of  = m=n. Details omitted.)
A simple probabilitic argument shows that when  is
large enough, every assignment to the variables of a random 3CNF formula satis es roughly 7m=8 clauses. Hence a
3CNF formula can be viewed as exceptional not only when
it is satis able, but also when there is an assignment that
satis es (1 ? )m clauses. A refutation algorithm becomes
stronger if we forbid it to output typical also under this relaxed notion of exceptional. Hence the following hypothesis
is weaker than Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 2. For every xed  > 0, for  a suciently
large constant independent of n, there is no polynomial time
algorithm that on most 3CNF formulas with n variables and
m = n clauses outputs typical, but never outputs typical
on 3CNF formulas with (1 ? )m satis able clauses.

Hypothesis 2 has two main advantages over Hypothesis 1.
First, it is weaker (Hypothesis 1 implies Hypothesis 2), and
hence more likely to be correct. Second, Hypothesis 2 is
more robust with respect to the model of generating random 3CNFs. (For example, the correctness of Hypothesis 1
may well depend on the question of whether literals within
a clause are sampled with or without replacement, whereas

this cannot e ect the correctness of Hypothesis 2.) As an
example for the di erences between the two hypotheses, observe that with Hypothesis 1 one can output typical on an
inverse polynomial fraction of 3CNF formulas just by considering the rst eight clauses (which may happen to already
give a nonsatis able instance), whereas with Hypothesis 2
one has to consider at least m clauses in order to output
typical.
1.2 Hardness of approximation
Definition 1. A computational problem is random 3SAThard (R3SAT-hard) if having a polynomial time algorithm
for the problem contradicts Hypothesis 2.

Technically, to show that a problem  is R3SAT-hard
one reduces random 3CNF formulas to instances of . As
the kind of reduction used (many-to-one, Turing reduction,
etc.) is not of great importance to this paper, the de nition
of R3SAT-hardness was given in general terms.
Remark: De nition 1 does not introduce a new complexity class (that of R3SAT-hard problems). By de nition, if
Hypothesis 2 is true, then every computational problem not
solvable in polynomial time is R3SAT-hard. If Hypothesis 2
is false, then every computational problem is R3SAT-hard.
Hence in both cases the class of R3SAT-hard problems coincides with a traditional complexity class (either that of
the intractable computational problems, or that of all computational problems). There may be interest in considering
restricted notions of R3SAT-hardness, such as the class of
problems that are R3SAT-hard under Turing reductions, but
this is beyond the scope of the current paper.
It is a triviality that Hypothesis 2 implies that 3SAT is
R3SAT-hard to approximate within a factor better than 7=8.
Thereafter, many of the known NP-hardness of approximation results can be derived also as R3SAT-hardness of approximation results by reduction from 3SAT. The more interesting fact is that we can establish R3SAT hardness of
approximation results for problems that currently do not
have NP-hardness of approximation results.
Theorem 1. Each of the following problems is R3SAThard to approximate within some constant factor: min bisection, dense k-subgraph, 2-catalog segmentation. The problem
max complete bipartite subgraph is R3SAT-hard to approximate within a factor of n where n is the number of vertices
in the input graph, and 0 <  < 1 is some constant.

R3SAT hardness results are easier to establish than NPhardnes results. The reason is that random 3CNF formulas have structure (or lack structure, depends on how one
de nes \structure"), and this can be used in proving the
correctness of reductions.
1.3 Other functions on 3 variables

For 3SAT, the input is a collection of clauses of length
three, and a clause is satis ed by an assignment if the OR
of the three literals is 1. There are other possible functions
to consider on three variables. In particular, we nd the
function AND very convenient for the reductions that prove
Theorem 1.
Hypothesis 2 implies that it is hard to approximate max
3SAT within ratios better than 7=8 on random formulas. It

is not hard to show that this implies that it is R3SAT-hard
to approximate max 3AND within ratios better than 7=8 on
random formulas. However, we prove a stronger theorem,
that it is R3SAT-hard to approximate max 3AND within
ratios better than 1=2 on random formulas. This is an interesting case where a hardness of approximation ratio is
ampli ed from 7=8 to 1=2 by a reduction. We prove R3SAT
hardness of approximation results of a similar spirit for random formulas over a whole class of functions (MAJORITY,
XOR/LIN, and others) { see Theorem 2.
1.4 Outline

In Section 2 we discuss related work and how it e ects
the plausibility of Hypothesis 1 and 2. In Section 3 we
prove Theorem 2, in particular showing that MAX 3AND is
R3SAT-hard to approximate within a factor better than 1=2
on random formulas. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1. The
proofs in this section take an arbitrary 3AND formula  and
transform it into a bipartite graph G. It would be ideal if
the quantity that we want to measure in G (such as the size
of the bisection) would re ect the fraction of clauses satisable in . Unfortunately, this is not true in general, and
there are certain worst case instances (formulas ) that fool
the reduction. However, an important observation (which
proves Theorem 1) is that on average (namely, when  is a
random formula) the reduction does transform gaps in satisability to gaps in the desired graph property. In Section 5
we show that average case hardness assumptions other than
Hypothesis 2 also lead to interesting hardness of approximation results. In Section 6 we discuss the signi cance of the
results and some open questions.
A word on notation. In this manuscript,  generally
denotes a negligible quantity. In cases where we do not care
about the exact value of , the same  might denote di erent
small quantities. Hence for example, it may happen that we
use  +  = .

2.

RELATED WORK

The main theme of this paper is that average case hardness is a favorable starting point for deriving hardness of
approximation results. The author believes that this was
implicitly observed by other researchers, but is not aware of
explicit references to this fact.
The satis ablity of random 3CNF formulas has been the
object of intense study (see [22] and references therein). It
is known [10] that for every n there is a threshold n such
that random formulas with n variables and signi cantly less
than n n clauses are almost surely satis able, and formulas
with signi cantly more than n n clauses are almost surely
not satis able. It is known that 3 < n < 4:6, and experimental results suggest that n ' 4:2, independently of n.
It has been conjectured that at the threshold, determining
satis ablity of random 3CNF formulas is computationally
hard. In order to prove this conjecture, it suces to show
that either proving satis ability when m=n = l is hard,
or refuting satis ability when m=n = h is hard, for some
l < n or h > n . (Thereafter, hardness at n can be
shown by either adding random clauses in the former case,
or deleting random clauses in the latter case.) Our Hypothesis 1 claims that for some large enough h , refuting
satis ability when m=n = h is hard.
People familiar with experimental results on random 3CNFs
may recall the experimental observation that though around

the threshold 3SAT appears to be hard, as one gets further
away from the threshold, determining satis ability becomes
easy in practice. This seems to refute Hypothesis 1. However, this is a wrong interpretation of the experimental results. \Easy" versus \hard" for the algorithms used in these
experiments does not correspond to polynomial versus exponential running time. Rather, in both cases the running
time is exponential, and the di erence is only that the leading term in the exponent gets smaller as formulas get longer.
The exponential behavior
on random 3CNF formulas with 
almost as large as pn can be rigorously proved for a large
class of algorithms, as a consequence of lower bounds on
resolution size [5, 3, 4]
A natural approach to try to refute Hypothesis 1 is based
on the observation that for large enough , the fraction of
satis able clauses in a random 3CNF formula is roughly 7=8.
Hence if one could distinguish in polynomial time between
satis able formulas and those in which only roughly 7m=8
clauses are satis able then one could refute Hypothesis 1.
But Hastad [14] shows that this problem is NP-hard. In
a sense, hypotheses 1 and 2 say that to choose a 3CNF
formulas on which MAX 3SAT is hardest to approximate,
just choose one at random. This may be compared with
the known fact that on worst case instances of MAX 3SAT,
the best assignment one can choose eciently is simply a
random assignment. This seems somewhat related to the
minimax theorem in game theory.
Recently, people studied for which values of  one can
refute satis ability of random 3CNF. It is not hard to see
that when  > n the problem becomes solvable in polynomial time. (Consider the 3CNF subformula that includes all
clauses containing the literal x1 . Remove x1 to get a 2CNF
formula, and use a polynomial time algorithm for 2SAT to
show that it is not satis able. Then do the same with the
3CNF subformula containing the literal x1 . The above argument can be extended to the case that  > n= log n, by
considering all substitutions to x1 ; : : : ; xlog n .) Lower values of  are addressed using spectral techniques. In [12]
it is shown how to refute random 4CNF formulas with 
somewhat larger than n. In [11] random 3CNF formulas
with  somewhat larger than pn are reduced using resolution to 4CNF formulas with more than n2 clauses, and
then spectral techniques similar to those of [12] are used to
refute satis ability. Though the 4CNF formula is not random, the original randomness in the 3CNF formula suces
for the spectral techniques to work. (The proof becomes
considerably more complicated, and is not included in [11].)
Algorithms that are stronger than plain use of spectral
techniques involve semide nite programming (SDP). The
use of SDP for 3SAT as in [15] will NEVER refute a proper
3CNF formula in which no clause is shorter than 3. The author has tried a di erent SDP that does refute some 3CNF
formulas. However, this SDP is not strong enough to refute
Hypothesis 2. Details are sketched in the appendix.
The author does not have a strong opinion regarding the
correctness of incorrectness of Hypotheses 1 and 2. However, Hypothesis 2 appears to be signi cantly more dicult
to refute than Hypothesis 1. In addition to the evidence
presented in the appendix, we note that the resolution rule
(in its standard use) is not applicable in the context of Hypothesis 2
In this work, we prove that certain problems are R3SAThard to approximate. The problems addressed in this paper

are min-bisection, max complete bipartite subgraph, dense
k-subgraph, the 2-catalog segmentation problem. These
problems will be de ned in Section 4, and related work for
each of these problems will be discussed after they are dened.
3.

FUNCTIONS ON 3 VARIABLES

Let f be a Boolean function on 3 variables. Let t (for
true) be the number of assignments that satisfy f (e.g., 1
for AND, 4 for XOR, 7 for OR). Let b (for bias) be the
number of assignments with an odd number of 1's (or even
number of 1's, whichever is larger) that satisfy f (e.g., 1 for
AND, 4 for XOR, 4 for OR). There are 13 distinct functions
of three variables (up to renaming or negation of variables)
for which 2b > t (including AND, XOR, MAJORITY, OR,
see [23] for example). A 3f formula is a formula in which
each clause contains 3 literals, and a clause is satis ed by
an assignment if the function f evaluates to true on that
clause.
Theorem 2. For every function f on 3 variables and t
and b as de ned above, it is R3SAT-hard to distinguish between random instances of 3f formulas in which just over
t=8 fraction of the clauses are satis able and those in which
almost a b=4 fraction of the clauses are satis able. In particular, this implies that it is R3SAT-hard to approximate
Max-3f within a factor better than t=2b. (Throughout this
theorem, the random formulas have n clauses for some
large enough .)
Proof. Assume that we had an algorithm B for estimating the number of satis ed clauses in a random 3f formula
within a ratio better than t=2b. We concentrate here on the
special cases that f is either AND (for which t = b = 1) or
XOR (also known as LIN, for which t = b = 4). Towards
the end of the proof we explain how it needs to be modi ed
so as to apply to MAJORITY (for which t = 4 and b = 3).
Other functions f are treated similar to the way indicated
for MAJORITY.
Let  be a 3CNF formula with n variables and m = n
clauses, with  large enough. We show how B can be used
to distinguish between the case that  is typical (and hence
only (7=8 + ) satis able), and the case that  is (1 ? )
satis able (exceptional).
We suggest the following algorithm for outputting typical
on a large fraction of 3CNF formulas, but never on exceptional ones.
On average, each literal has 3=2 appearances in . When
 is large enough, standard bounds on large deviations show
that with high probability, all but an  fraction of the occurances of literals correspond to literals that appear between
(3=2  ) times in . If this fails to hold on  then output
exceptional. If this does hold, observe that every assignment
satis es on average roughly 3=2 variables per clause in . We
shall use this fact later.
Construct three di erent multi-graphs (we allow parallel
edges) from . The number of vertices in each graph is 2n,
one for each literal of . The edges in G1 (G2 , G3 , respectively) are determined by scanning  clause after clause, and
for each clause of  putting an edge between the vertices corresponding to the rst and second literal of the clause (second and third literal, third and rst literal, respectively).

On each of the graphs, use semide nite programming as
in [13] to give an upper bound on the size of the maximum
cut. If this upper bound for any of the three graphs is above
(1=2 + )m, then output exceptional.
If the algorithm does not output exceptional up to this
point, then consider  to be a 3f formula (recall that here
f is either AND or XOR), and run algorithm B on it. If B
outputs that the number of clauses satis able (as 3f clauses)
is below (b=4 ? )m, output typical. Otherwise, output exceptional.
We claim the following:
1. When  is large enough then on almost all formulas
 the nal output of the algorithm is typical.
2. The algorithm never outputs typical on a 3CNF formula that is (1 ? )m satis able.
To prove the claims observe that if  is random, then each
of the graphs Gi (for i = 1; 2; 3) is essentially a random graph
with 2n vertices (one for each literal) and m edges (one for
each clause). When m is suciently large, then a simple
probabilistic argument shows that with high probability, the
maximum cut in a random graph has at most (1=2 + )m
edges. Moreover, as shown in [24], when the maximum cut
in a graph has (1=2 + )m edges, then the upper bound
output by the semide nite program is also (1=2 + )m (for
a di erent ). Hence the algorithm reaches the stage that it
treats  as a 3f formula and runs B on it.
Let be an arbitrary assignment to the n variables. Then
we claim that viewing  as a NAE 3SAT formula (a clause is
satis ed if the literals are not-all-equal), at most (3=4 + )m
clauses are satis ed by . Otherwise, taking a random
clause from  and a random pair of literals, there is probability greater than 32 ( 43 + ) ' 21 +  that assigns di erent
values to the literals. Hence at least in one of the three
graphs Gi , the cut induced by the assignment (a literal
is in the left hand side if assigns 0 to it and in the right
hand side otherwise) has more than (1=2 + )m edges.
Now let be an arbitrary assignment that satis es (1 ?
)m clauses in  (as a 3SAT formula). As the same can
satisfy at most (3=4+) clauses of  as a NAE 3SAT formula,
then it must satisfy at least (1=4 ? )m clauses of  as a
3AND formula. Moreover, as each literal appears roughly
the same number of times in , it must be that satis es
on average 3=2 literals per clause in . As only m clauses
have no literal satis ed by , it then follows that at least
(3=4 ? )m clauses have exactly one literal satis ed by .
Hence satis es (1 ? )m clauses of  as a 3XOR formula.
Observe that if  is random, then only (1=8 + )m clauses
are satis ed as a 3AND formula, and only (1=2+ )m clauses
are satis ed as a 3XOR formula. This suces to establish
Theorem 2 for the functions f AND and XOR.
To prove the theorem for MAJORITY, ip all variables
in each clause (changing positive literals to negated ones
and vice versa). Now as above satis es the majority of
literals in at least (3=4 ? )m of clauses. Note that the
ipped formula is still random, and hence the typical case
is that every assignment satis es the majority of literals in
at most (1=2 + )m clauses. This establishes Theorem 2 for
MAJORITY.
The same approach of ipping variables can be used to
prove the theorem for the other 10 functions. In some cases
one needs to ip only part of the variables (e.g., the rst
variable in each clause). Details omitted.

The R3SAT hardness of approximation ratios in Theorem 2 match the best known NP-hardness results for every
one of the 13 functions considered. (These ratios are proved
in [14, 23].) In some cases, these bounds are best possible, as there are algorithms achieving these approximation
ratios [23].
The new aspect in Theorem 2 is that it applies to random formulas and not just worst case instances, and that it
uni es the known hardness of approximation ratios into a
simple formula (t=2b), which is a natural consequence of the
proof technique used here. (Of course, one should remember
that Theorem 2 proves only R3SAT-hardness.)
For use in Section 4, we state explicitly the R3SAT-hardness
result for MAX 3AND.
Corollary 1. For every  > 0 and large enough , it is
R3SAT-hard to output typical on most 3AND formulas with
n variables and m = n clauses, but never output typical
on 3AND formulas with more than (1=4 ? )m satis able
clauses.

4.

GRAPH PROBLEMS

Here we prove Theorem 1. We shall use the following
technical proposition.

Proposition 1. For every  > 0 there is some  >
0, such that for every  >  and n large enough, with
high probability the following holds. Every set of (1=8 + )m
clauses in a random 3CNF formula with m = n clauses
contains at least n + 1 di erent literals.
Proof. Fix a set of S of n literals to be avoided. The
probability that a random clause with three literals avoids
these literals is 1=8. For large enough n and for  as in the
proposition, standard bounds on large deviations imply that
with probability greater than 1 ? 2?3n , less than (1=8 + )m
random clauses avoid the set S . As there are only roughly
22n ways of choosing the set S , the union bound implies that
no one of them is avoided by a set of (1=8+ )m clauses.

4.1 Balanced Bipartite Clique

Input: An n by n bipartite graph G.
Output: A k by k complete bipartite subgraph of G.
Objective function: maximize k.

Bipartite cliques are natural objects to study in communication complexity models. They also come up in other
contexts. For example, Woeginger (private communication)
establishes a connection between approximating bipartite
cliques and breaking the barrier of 2 for approximation of
certain scheduling problems (minimizing average weighted
job completion time on a single machine under precedence
constraint).
The best approximation ratios known for the bipartite
clique problem are of the order of n=(log n)c for some constant c. No hardness of approximation result for this problem is known.
Related versions of the problem do not require the subgraph to be balanced. That is, the output may be a k1 by
k2 complete bipartite subgraph with k1 6= k2 . In these versions, there are two natural objective functions. One is to
maximize the number of edges k1  k2 . The results of this
section (with some modi cations that are omitted) apply

to this objective function as well. Another possible objective function is to maximize the number of vertices k1 + k2 .
This version is polynomial time solvable (using the fact that
maximum independent set is polynomial time solvable in
bipartite graphs).
Results of H. Simon [21] imply that it is NP-hard to approximate within a factor of n (for some  > 0) the minimum number of complete bipartite subgraphs that together
cover all edges of a given bipartite graph. It is an open
question whether Simon's proof can be extended to show
that approximating bipartite clique is hard. (Note: had
the requirement in the covering problem been to cover all
vertices rather than all edges, then a hardness of approximation result such as that of Simon would have easily implied
a hardness of approximation result for bipartite clique.)
Lemma 1. For every  > 0, it is R3SAT-hard to approximate the bipartite clique problem within a factor of 1=2 + .
More speci cally, it is R3SAT-hard to distinguish between
the cases k > (1=4 ? )n and k < (1=8 + )n.
Proof. By reduction from random MAX 3AND. Given a
random instance of MAX 3AND with n0 variables and m0 =
n0 clauses, construct the following bipartite graph. Each
side has n = m0 vertices, one for each clause of the 3AND
formula. Two vertices on di erent sides are connected by an
edge if both clauses can be satis ed simulateously (namely,
unless there is a variable that appears in positive form in
one of them and in negative form in the other).
Approximating bipartite clique within ratios better than
stated in the lemma would allow one to distinguish between
MAX 3AND formulas that are (1=4?)-satis able, and those
that are typical (and in particular only (1=8+ )-satis able).
If there are (1=4 ? )m0 clauses satis able in the 3AND
formula, then the vertices corresponding to these clauses are
a k by k bipartite clique with k = (1=4 ? )n.
If the 3AND formula is random, then by Proposition 1,
every set of (1=8+)m0 clauses contains at least n0 +1 distinct
literals. Hence every pair of such sets contains a variable
that appears positively in one of the sets and negated in
the other, excluding the possibility of a k by k complete
subgraph with k = (1=8 + )n.
Theorem 3. For some  > 0, it is R3SAT-hard to approximate bipartite clique within a factor of 1=n .
Theorem 3 can be proved by applying the technique of
derandomized graph products [2] to the graphs of Lemma 1.
Details are omitted from this manuscript.

4.2 Min Bisection

Input: A graph G with n vertices, where n is even.
Output: A set S of n=2 vertices (a bisection).
Objective function: minimize the number of edges con-

necting S and S (the bisection width).
The best approximation ratio known for min bisection is
O(log2 n) [8]. There are no hardness of approximation results known for bisection. For the related problem of nding
small separators, one can nd a (1=3; 2=3)-separator of width
at most O(log n) factor larger than the minimum bisection
width [17].
Theorem 4. It is R3SAT hard to approximate min bisection within a ratio below 4=3.

Proof. By reduction from random MAX 3AND. Given
a MAX 3AND formula with n0 variables and m0 = n0
clauses in which we want to distinguish between the case
that at most (1=8 + )m0 clauses are satis able and the case
that at least (1=4 ? )m0 clauses are satis able, construct
the following graph.
The left hand side (LHS) contains 2n0 vertices, one for
each literal. The right hand side (RHS) contains m0 clusters, one for each clause, where each cluster is a clique of
size 4m0 . In addition, the graph contains a clique of size
m00 = 4m0 (1=2 + 2)m0 . Hence the number of vertices in
the graph is n = 4m0 (3=2 + 2)m0 + 2n0 . Note that we may
assume that (1=4 ? )m0 is an integer, which implies that
the vertex set can be partitioned into two equal cardinality
sets (a bisection) without cutting any of the clusters, nor
the clique. (Place n0 vertices and (1=4 ? )m0 clusters and
the clique on one side.)
In each cluster there is a unique vertex that is its \connecting vertex". Place an edge between a vertex that corresponds to a literal and the connecting vertex of a cluster
if the literal is in the clause that corresponds to the cluster.
These are called the \bipartite" edges.
In this graph, nd a minimum bisection.
We note that the total number of bipartite edges in the
graph is 3m0 . As there is a bisection cutting only bipartite
edges, the minimum bisection neither cuts a cluster (as each
such cut already includes 4m0 ? 1 edges), nor the clique. It
follows that the minimum bisection contains exactly n0 LHS
vertices, and (1=4 ? )m0 clusters, and the clique. Hence,
for the rest of the discussion, it suces to consider only
the connecting vertices from each of the m0 clusters, and
we need to nd a cut of minimum width that contains n0
vertices from the LHS, and (1=4 ? )m0 connecting vertices.
Observe that each connecting vertex has degree 3 (to the
LHS). The average degree of LHS vertices is 3=2. With
high probability (over the choice of the random 3AND formula), only an  fraction of the bipartite edges connect to
LHS vertices of degree that deviates from 3=2 by more
than an  fraction. If this condition fails to hold, we do not
perform the reduction to bisection and allow the algorithm
to output exceptional on the original 3AND formula. Absorbing an O() error in our analysis, we shall assume that
every LHS vertex has exactly the same degree d = 3=2.
When the 3AND formula has (1=4?)m0 satis able clauses,
we pick the set S to contain the clusters corresponding to
these clauses, the clique, and the n0 literals corresponding
to the assignment consistent with these clauses. The only
edges cut by this bisection connect the satisfying literals to
unsatis ed clauses. The number of bipartite edges within
the set S is 3(1=4 ? )m0 . The sum of degrees of the satis ed literals is 3n0 =2 = 3m0 =2. Hence the width of the
bisection is 3(1=4 + )m0 .
In a random 3AND formula, we still need one side of the
cut to contain n0 vertices and (1=4 ? )m0 clusters and the
clique. This set of n0 literals has at most (1=8+ )m0 of these
clauses 3-connected to it (by Proposition 1) and the other
(1=8 ? 2)m0 clauses are 2-connected to it. Hence the width
of the cut is at least

3m0 =2?3(1=8+)m0 ?2(1=8?2)m0 +(1=8?2)m0 = (1?)m0
The ratio between bisection width of the two cases is arbitrarily close to 4=3.

Summarizing, if one could approximate bisection within
a factor better than 4=3, then one would have the following
procedure for recognizing typical 3AND formulas (that are
only 1=8 +  satis able).
 Perform the reduction to bisection as above.
 If the degree constraints on the LHS are not satis ed,
output exceptional.
 Run the approximation algorithm for bisection, and
output typical if the output excludes a bisection of
width 3(1=4 + )m0 .
4.3 Dense k-subgraph

Input: A graph G with n vertices, and a parameter k.
Output: A vertex induced subgraph on k vertices.
Objective function: maximize the number of edges in the

subgraph.
The dense k-subgraph problem can be approximated within
a factor of O(n ) for some  < 1=3 [7]. No hardness of approximation result is known for it. When k is fairly large,
e.g. k = n=2, the known approximation ratio is somewhat
above n=k [9]. We remark that a constant factor hardness of
approximation for the dense k-subgraph problem on regular
graphs when k = (n) implies constant factor hardness of
approximation for bipartite clique and for min bisection (via
reductions that are omitted from this manuscript).
Theorem 5. The dense k-subgraph problem is R3SAT
hard to approximate within some constant  < 1.
Proof. Given a 3AND formula with n0 variables and m0
clauses, we construct the following bipartite graph G. On
the LHS we have 2n0 vertices corresponding to the literals. On the RHS we have m0 clauses corresponding to the
clauses. We assume that n0 = m0 =16. This assumption can
be made without loss of generality, as if it does not hold, either vertices corresponding to clauses or to variables can be
duplicated and the reduction still works. Details are omitted from this manuscript. (The choice of multiplier 1=16
is somewhat arbitrary here and can be optimized to give
tighter results.)
An edge connects a LHS vertex to a RHS vertex if the
corresponding literal is in the corresponding clause.
We choose k = n0 + (1=4 ? )m0 .
If the number of satis able clauses in the 3AND formula
is (1=4 ? )m0 , we have a solution that takes the vertices
corresponding to these clauses and to the literals of the underlying assignment, obtaining a subgraph with a (1=4 ? )
fraction of the edges of G.
If the input is a random 3AND formula with only (1=8 +
)m0 satis able clauses, then the 0densest k-subgraph
in G is
signi cantly less dense. Every n by (1=4 ? )m0 subgraph
contains only a (1=8+ )+(2=3)(1=8 ? 2) < 5=24 fraction of
the edges. Other k-subgraphs have (1 + )n0 LHS vertices
and (1=4 ?  ? =16)m0 RHS vertices, for some . Unless j j
is bounded away from 0, it can be shown that the number of
edges in the subgraph does not signi cantly exceed a 5=24
fraction of the edges of G. Hence we assume that j j is
bounded away from 0.

If > 0 then the proof follows from the fact that the fraction of edges in the subgraph is at most (1=4 ?  ? =16)m0 .
If < 0, then the number of RHS vertices (clauses)
increases, but number of LHS vertices (literals) decreases
at a relatively higher rate (by the relation n0 = m0 =16).
We have (1 + )n0 literals. The fraction of clauses containing only these literals is at most (1 + )3 =8 +  (via
a proof similar to that of Proposition 1). The rest of the
clauses in the subgraph have degree at most 2. Ignoring 
terms, by taking 0 > > ?1, the fraction of edges lost is
2 3
1
8 (3 + 3 + ) and the fraction of edges gained (by having more clauses) is ? 16  2, which amounts to no net gain.
(The function 2 + 3 2 + 3 = (1 + )(2 + ) is negative
for 0 > > ?1.)
4.4 The 2-catalog problem

Input: An n by n bipartite graph and a parameter r.
Output: Two (not necessarily disjoint) subsets S1 and S2
of size r of the RHS.
Objective function: maximize
max[jE (v; S1 )j; jE (v; S2 )j]:

X

v2LHS

The 2-catalog problem was introduced in [16]. The LHS
vertices represent clients and the RHS vertices represent
items. One has to construct two catalogs, each with r items,
and send to each client one of the catalogs. The objective is
to maximize the number of items of interest that a client sees
in the catalog that he/she receives, summed over all clients.
An edge between a client and an item in the bipartite graph
signi es that the client is interested in the item. The catalog
problem was also used to model certain problems in coding
theory [19].
The 2-catalog problem is NP-hard. It can easily be approximated within a factor of 1=2 (e.g., by picking just one
optimal catalog of size r and sending it to all the clients),
and no better approximation ratio is known for it, except
for special cases (such as when r = n=2, see [6]). There is
no hardness of approximation result known for this problem. (There was a manuscript circulated with a claim of
a factor 1=2 NP-hardness of approximation result, but this
claim was retracted. The reduction below is partly based
on this failed attempt, but we only claim R3SAT hardness,
and within a factor di erent than 1=2.)
Theorem 6. For some  < 1, it is R3SAT-hard to approximate the 2-catalog segmentation problem within a ratio
better than .
Proof. Consider a 3AND formula with n0 variables and
m0 0 clauses. First transform
it to a 3k-AND formula with
n variables and 2(m0 )k clauses of length
3k, where k is a
large enough constant. The rst (m0 )k clauses are obtained
as ANDs of sequences of k clauses from the 3AND formula.
For simplicity in the analysis, we assume that the 3k literals
in a clause are always distinct. (We can remove clauses in
which this does not hold, and the in uence of this on the
analysis will be negligible.) The other (m0 )k clauses are
obtained by complementing each literal in the rst (m0 )k
clauses.
Now construct a bipartite graph as follows. The LHS
contains 2n0 vertices, one for each literal. The RHS contains 2(m0 )k vertices, one for each clause of the 3k-AND

formula. A LHS vertex (literal) is connected to all RHS vertices (clauses) that contain the corresponding literal. We let
r = ((1=4 ? )m0 )k .
Consider rst the case that there is an assignment  that
satis es (1=4 ? )m0 clauses in the 3AND formula. Then
the same assignment satis es ((1=4 ? )m0 )k clauses in the
3kAND formula. Take these clauses as one catalog and send
it to the clients corresponding to the assignment , and take
their complement clauses as the other catalog and send it to
the rest of the clients (which corresponds to an assignment
that is the complement of ). It follows that every item
in each of the two catalogs is seen by 3k clients that are
interested in it.
Consider now the case that the 3AND formula was random (hence (1=8 + ) satis able). One of the two catalogs is
received by no more than n0 clients. Probabilistic analysis
(omitted) shows that for this catalog it will be the case that
on average, an item is received by at most (5=2 + O())k
interested clients. Hence over the two catalogs, an item is
seen on average by at most (11=4+ O())k interested clients.
This shows that one can take  = 11=12 in Theorem 6.
The value of  can be improved by tighter analysis.
5. EXTENSIONS

The theme of this manuscript is that there are strong
connections between hardness on average and hardness of
approximation. This was illustrated through the notion of
R3SAT-hardness. The choice of 3SAT as our underlying
assumed hard random problem is based on the fact that
random instances of 3SAT have been studied extensively
in the past, which helps in evaluating the plausibility of
Hypothesis 2. It should be clear to the reader that this
choice is to some extent arbitrary.
There are other NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems that were studied in random models. Often, spectral
techniques and semide nite programming give the strongest
results known. For some problems, these results are nearly
best possible. For example, for a random graph with m >
n log n edges, it is possible to refute the existence of a bisection of size signi cantly smaller than m=2. For some other
problems, the results are rather weak. For random graphs
it is not known how to refute
the existence of cliques of size
somewhat smaller than pn, even though there is probably
no clique of size larger than 2 log n. It is possible to replace
Hypothesis 2 by an hypothesis that assumes hardness of average for some NP-hard problem other than 3SAT (of course,
one should choose a hypothesis that is consistent with our
current knowledge), and derive theorems similar in spirit to
Theorem 1. We give a few examples of this.
Recall that for the dense k-subgraph problem, we proved
R3SAT-hardness of approximation within some ratio  <
1. Consider the hypothesis that for random graphs, there
is no polynomial time algorithm that refutes the existence
of cliques of size n . (Note however that an nO(log n) -time
algorithm would show that there is no clique of size more
than 2 log n.) With high probability, every subgraph with
n0 = n vertices has average degree roughly n0 =2. Hence
if we could approximate dense k-subgraph within a factor
better than 1=2, we could refute the above hypothesis.
Another example shows a possible distinction between Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2. Consider the problem of vertex
cover in 3-uniform hypergraphs ( nd the smallest set of vertices that touch all hyperegdes, where each hyperedge con-

tains three vertices). Hypothesis 1 implies that this problem
is hard to approximate within a factor better than 2. (Make
each literal a vertex, and each clause a hyperedge containing
the vertices that correspond to its three literals. A satisfying
assignment gives a vertex cover with half the vertices. On
the other hand, if the formula is random, then the 3-uniform
hypergraph that results from this reduction is also random,
and almost all vertices are needed to cover all hyperedges.)
It is not known to the author whether a similar hardness
result can be proved using Hypothesis 2.
As our last example, we consider a problem that was not
studied as much as 3SAT or max clique. The following is
proved in [20]:
Theorem 7. For every k, the Max kCSP problem (constraint satisfaction problems where each constrain involves
k variables)
p is NP-hard to approximate to within a ratio of
2?k+O( k) . In particular, this applies to Max kAND.
The author is not aware of any previous studies of the
average case complexity of approximating Max kAND. Nevertheless, consider the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3. For some constant c > 0, for every k, for
 a suciently large constant independent of n, there is no
polynomial time algorithm that on most kAND formulas with
n variables and m = n clauses outputs typical
p , but never
outputs typical on kAND formulas with m=2c k satis able
clauses. (A clause is satis ed if all its k literals are set to
true.)
Hypothesis 3 implies that the 2-catalog problem cannot
be approximated within ratios better than 2. This can be
shown by the following reduction. Create a bipartite graph
in which the left hand side vertices are the 2n literals, the
right hand side are the m clauses and their complements
(where the complement of a clause is obtained by complementing every literal in it). A literal is joined by edges to
all clausesp that contain it. Let the size of each catalog be
r = m=2c k .
p
If there is an assignment that satis es m=2c k clauses
of the kAND formula, then take these clauses as one catalog
and send it to the literals that are set to true by , and take
the complements of these clauses as the other catalog and
send it to the other literals. Each catalog item is viewed by
k clients that are interested in it.
On the other hand, if the kAND formula is random, then
a probabilitic argument shows that when  is large enough,
for every setp of n literals with 0 < < 2, for every set
of r = m=2 k clauses, on average a clause from this set is
connected only to k=2 + o(k) of these literals. Hence any
choice of two catalogs of size r contains roughly half the
edges compared to the case where an exceptionally good
assignment exists.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The hope of the author is that this manuscript will help
in establishing research directions that investigate the relations between average case complexity and approximation
complexity. Much work is left for the future.
1. Try to refute hypotheses 1 and 2. Perhaps they can be
refuted by reducing them to approximation problems
for which we have good approximation algorithms?

2. Try to prove NP-hardness of approximation results for
all or some of the problems in Theorem 1.
3. Try to derive interesting hardness of approximation
results starting from problems that are average case
complete in the sense of [18].
4. Try to establish a reverse connection { that hardness of
approximation (e.g., of min bisection) implies hardness
on average (e.g., of random 3SAT). This is not entirely
hopeless, in light of Ajtai's result of this nature for
lattice problems [1].
5. Signi cantly improve the R3SAT-hardness of approximation ratios for the problems in Theorem 1. (For
example, match the hardness of approximation ratios
given in Section 5, without intruducing any hypothesis
beyond Hypothesis 2.)
6. Uncover more relations between average case complexity and open questions in approximation of combinatorial optimization problems.
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APPENDIX
A. A SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAM

We sketch here a semide nite program (SDP) that gives
an upper bound on the number of satis able clauses in a
3SAT formula. We then show that for random 3CNF formulas, this upper bound is close to m, and hence this SDP does
not contradict Hypothesis 2. Moreover, even when the upper bound is specialized to 3XOR formulas (that necessarily
do not have more satis able clauses than 3SAT formulas),
the value of the upper bound is close to m. Here we present
the SDP as it is applied to 3XOR formulas.

Given a max 3XOR formula  with n variables and m
clauses, consider the following optimization problem (that
can be solved up to arbitrary precision in polynomial time,
using semide nite programming).
Fix some unit vector x0 . In inner product notation,
hx0 ; x0 i = 1
(1)
1
With each clause i, associate four vector variables, xi , x2i ,
x3i and x4i . These vector variables correspond to the four
assignments to the three literals of clause i that satisfy it.
Our intention is that at most one of them will be the vector x0 and the rest will be the 0 vector. This leads to the
following constraints. For all i; j ,
hxji ; xji i = hxji ; x0 i
(2)
For every pair of vector variables,
(3)
hxji ; xlk i  0
We require that for every two vector variables xji ; xlk that
correspond to assignments that contradict each other (there
is a variable that one assignment sets to true and the other
to false),
hxji ; xlk i = 0:
(4)
In particular, note that for j 6= l, hxji ; xli i = 0. Moreover, as
a consequence of constraint (2) we have that for every i,

X4 hxji ; x0i  1:
j =1

(5)

as we are summing the squares of the projection of x0 on
orthogonal coordinates.
The objective function is to maximize

Xm X4 hxji ; x0i:
i=1 j =1

(6)

Observe that the value of the objective function is at most
m, by inequality 5.
The vector optimization problem gives an upper bound
on the number of satis able clauses. This can be seen as
follows. Let be an assignment that satis es m0 clauses in
. Then in the vector optimization problem, assign the vector x0 to all vector variables that correspond to assignments
that are consistent with , and the 0 vector to all other
vector variables. This gives a value of m0 for the vector
optimization problem.
Asymptotically, as m grows to (n3 ), the upper bound
given by the vector optimization problem approaches m=2.
To see this, observe that for two clauses that share the same
three variables but di er in that exactly one of the variables
is negated in one of the clauses and not negated in the other,
the vector optimization problem can extract a value of at
most 1 from the sum of the two clauses (via an argument
similar to inequality (5)). When m is large enough, most
clauses can be matched in such a way, giving an upper bound
close to m=2.
As we shall now see, when m is signi cantly smaller than
n2 , the value of the vector optimization problem is almost
surely nearly m, defeating the attempt to use it in order to
refute Hypothesis 2.
Given a formula  with m cluases, consider a maximal
subformula (subset of the clauses) 0 in which no two clauses

share two variables. Let m0 be the number of clauses in 0 .
When m  n2 , then m0 is almost m, with high probability.
We now present a vector solution with value m0 for 0 . This
can easily be extended to a vector solution with value m0
for , by adding 0 vectors.
The vector solution uses n+1 coordinates numbered from 0
to n. The vector x0 is 1 on the 0 coordinate
and 0 everywhere else. Each other vector variable xji corresponds to an
assignment to three literals, say the literals t; u; v. We let
this vector variable have value 1=4 on coordinate 0, and

1=4 on each of the coordinates t; u; v, where the  sign
is assigned to agree with the polarity of the literal in the
assignment. All other coordinates are 0. It can be veri ed
that all constraints are satis ed and that the value of the
objective function is m0 . (The fact that no two clauses share
two variables ensures that constraint (3) is satis ed.)
We remark that Guassian elimination can be used in order to check whether the 3XOR formula 0 is satis able.
Hence the SDP approach misses something compared to
other polynomial time algorithms.

